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      How advancing women’s equality can add $12 trillion to global growth. 

      Women in the Workplace 2018. 
     More Than 100 Biopharma Execs Are Pushing for More Gender Diversity in 

the Industry. 
      Men named Michael outnumber female CEOs presenting at 

#JPM18.  
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A c c   Relevance  Wh  an  el  O l a ed   Re nd

        what companies need to communicate about 
their capabilities and values with the technology, culture and beliefs that shape stakeholder 
expectations.             

             
 

     PRWeek           
                

                  
              

      

 radley  Diana  2 8  May  The tory Behind anofi’s Tweet  sing Our Medicines as a Crutch for Bad 
Behavior is ot Appropriate. https: www prwee com article 662 story behind sanofis tweet
using medicines crutch bad behavior not appropriate 
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Diversity Relevance Scores by Type of Healthcare Company

The eal hca e Indu  W ll he  e ne  e e ned  ve
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However  the data tells a different story when we examine trends year over year  On average  
healthcare companies improved by nine points on W2O s Annual Relevance Index in 2 8 compared 
to 2 7  companies ran ing in the top  improved by  points  It is important to examine what is 
driving this change and what actions the industry will need to ta e to continue to improve  

Healthcare Industry Patterns
Currently  there are patterns in the types of companies that are the most diversity relevant  The data 
shows that healthcare organi ations that provide services directly to consumers are the most li ely to 
benefit or suffer from a relevance perspective  with retail pharmacy ran ing at either the very top or 
bottom of the index  

Pharmaceutical and medical device companies are the other segments represented among top 
diversity relevance leaders  iotech and insurance companies are more li ely to score lower on the 
Index  with hospital systems scoring the lowest  

6 Forbes  est Employers for Women  https: www forbes com best employers for women list  
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As diversity is increasingly at the forefront of the cultural and political stage  online conversation 
related to the healthcare industry has been affected  Discussion among healthcare audiences related 
to Fortune  healthcare companies and diversity re than d u led n  and it is increasing at 
twice that rate among online physicians

Terms se  by Healthcare Sta ehol ers in 

The conversation is not only growing but evolving  sing uantitative linguistical analysis  we 
analy ed 6  online pieces of content related to Fortune  healthcare companies and 
the topic of diversity  This analysis showed that the use of the term “inclusion” has increased by 

 percent year over year compared to the term “diversity ” which has increased by  percent  
According to veteran diversity advocate erna Myers  appointed this year as etflix s P of 
Inclusion Strategy  “Diversity is being invited to the party  and inclusion is being as ed to dance ”

nline Disc ssion Relate  to Diversity  ort ne  Healthcare Companies     
Excluding content related to the Sanofi + Roseanne Barr Event
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Evidence shows that increasing diversity re uires clear and consistent support from both male 
and female leaders  Consider a study from Harvard usiness Review that found that  when there 
was only one woman in a pool of four finalist candidates  her odds of being hired were statistically 

ero7  Adding ust one more woman to the candidate pool significantly increased the li elihood 
that a woman would be hired  in effect by creating a new status uo  The study s authors 
theori ed that having only one woman in a pool of finalists highlights how different she is from 
the norm  potentially ma ing the woman seem li e a ris ier choice for decision ma ing  
Furthermore  when that minor bias occurs at every level of promotion  the differences at the top 
become clearer  Ma ing progress on gender e uality re uires not ust that women be placed in 
senior roles  but also that they are successful in them  ust being aware that this exists and the 
ability to put new norms in place to counterbalance gender ine uality is an easy step to ta e and 
one in the right direction toward change  ut women can t do it alone  it ta es a bipartisan 
approach  oth men and women need to be aware of these types of biases in the wor place to 
create real and meaningful change from within

The healthcare industry is one of the largest employers in the world and accounts for a global 
mar et pro ected to reach 8 trillion by 2 2 8  To sustain the vitality and innovation that are 
occurring in healthcare  we must see  not only to increase the numbers of women in the industry  
but also improve women s respect  influence and authority  Systemic ine uities need to be 
addressed and barriers that prevent women from advancing in science need to be removed  

ender inclusive wor place environments need to be created so women will succeed in fulfilling 
their aspirations and reaching their full potential  E ually  we must deliberately and distinctively 
advocate for a structural approach to change  which we can all participate in  ot only is it the 
right thing to do  but your organi ation s relevance  reputation and ROI depends on it

ut 

Founded by im Weiss in 2  W2O is the leading independent provider of analytics driven  
digital first mar eting services and communications to the healthcare sector  W2O applies 
proprietary analytics models  methodologies and approaches in a digital world to design precise 
communications and mar eting strategies to deliver sustained business results  The firm employs 
nearly 8  people in  offices across the nited States and in Europe

For more information  please visit www w2ogroup com

7 ohnson  He man and Chan  2 6  April  If There’s Only One Woman in our Candidate Pool  There’s tatistically o Chance 
he’ll Be Hired. https: hbr org 2 6 if theres only one woman in your candidate pool theres statistically no chance shell be

hired 
8 Thompson  Dere  2 8  anuary  Health Care Just Became the . . s argest Employer. https: www theatlantic com business
archive 2 8 health care america obs 7  
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Woet el et al  2  September  How advancing women s e uality can add 2 trillion to global 
growth  https: www mc insey com featured insights employment and growth how advancing
womens e uality can add 2 trillion to global growth

eanin org and Mc insey  Company  Women in the Wor place 2 8  https:
womeninthewor place com  

Mu her ee  Sy  2 7  anuary  More Than  iopharma Execs Are Pushing for More ender 
Diversity in the Industry  http: fortune com 2 7 biopharma pm gender diversity letter

Robbins and eshavan  2 8  anuary  Men named Michael outnumber female CEOs presenting 
at PM 8  https: www statnews com 2 8 7 pm gender diversity

radley  Diana  2 8  May  The Story ehind Sanofi s Tweet: sing Our Medicines as a Crutch for 
ad ehavior is ot Appropriate  https: www prwee com article 662 story behind sanofis

tweet using medicines crutch bad behavior not appropriate 

Forbes  est Employers for Women  https: www forbes com best employers for women list

ohnson  He man and Chan  2 6  April  If There s Only One Woman in our Candidate Pool  
There s Statistically o Chance She ll e Hired  https: hbr org 2 6 if theres only one woman
in your candidate pool theres statistically no chance shell be hired

Thompson  Dere  2 8  anuary  Health Care ust ecame the S s argest Employer  https:
www theatlantic com business archive 2 8 health care america obs 7
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